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RHODE

Professor Dostourian
To Be Dismissed?
you have been fired?
Dostourian: I will only say that
the history department has sent a
to the Acting
recommendation
Vice President who has okayed it
and passed it on to the Acting
President who has not yet acted
upon it.
Reporter: Do you know this for
a fact?
I have a letter to
Dostourian:
this effect.
Reporter: Specifically, what does
say?
the recommendation
Dostourian: That I will be dropped after next year (1968-1969).
Reporter: Do you have a contract for next year?
I have a contract
Dostourian:
"Never On Sunday", a three day for next year after which there
and is a notification of firing.
conference on sex attitudes
Christianity will be held this week
Why are you being
Reporter:
at Rhode Island College.
fired?
A part of the RIC Chaplaincy
Dostourian: There have been no
program specific charges made.
Series, the conference
will feature two panel discussions
Reporter: What actions, if any,
and an address by Dr. Deryck do you plan?
Calderwood, consultant for educaDostourian: I am not prepared
tional services for the Sex Infor- to say at this time.
mation and Education Council of
the United States.
opened TuesThe conference
day (Feb. 13) in the ballroom of
the student union, with a panel
discussion on "Playboy Ethics and
Panelists
Morality."
Christian
were Ara E. Dostourian, Dr. John
The Social Science Department
A. Finger and Philip C. Joyce, has selected the following eight
members of the RIC faculty. The students to represent Rhode Island
Rev. Vincent C. Maynard, Catholic College in Senator Pell's and Conchaplain at the College was the gressman
internship
Tiernan's
moderator.
program:
panel focused on
Wednesday's
in the program
Participating
"Sexual Behavior and the College will be:
Quarles
Mary
Dr.
Student."
Week of February 26:
Hawkes of the Rhode Island ColSharyne Mulligan
lege faculty, the Rev. J. Richard
Fred Rabidoux
Peck, Protestant chaplain and two
Week of May 13:
RIC students comprise the panel.
Deanna Allard
The discussion was held in the
Susan Almond
ballroom of the Student Union at
The following students will in3 p.m.
tern with Congressman Tiernan:
address was
Dr. Calderwobd's
Week of February 19:
on for Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
Sam Besachio
Union.
ballroom of the Student
Hellen Hunt
The entire conference program
Week of March 4:
was open to the public with no adClaire La Montagne
mission charged.
John Cicero

The :ANCHOR has received reports, rumors, and assorted bits
of gossip about the dismissal or
proposed dismissal of a professor.
It was merely a matter of listening to the college "grapevine" to
discover that the teacher involved
is Assistant Professor Ara Dostourian of the history department.
When confronted by a reportreplied,
Dostourian
er Professor
"I have no statement to make at
this time."
Reporter: Will you confirm that

Three Day
Conference Held

Social Science
Dept. Selects
Pell Interns

FEBRUARY, 1968
DEAR STUDENT,
More information on VIETNAM '68: as part of the program
NSA has organized a network of young men who are resistin;
the draft to speak at schools in their areas. All are very articulate; all could have received draft deferments - 2-As 4-Ds
or 1-0es. However, each reached the personal decision that ~
could no longer support the current Selective Service System.
WHY ARE THESE PEOPLE WILLING TO SPEND THREE
TO FIVE YEARS IN JAIL RATHER THAN TO ACCEPT
DEFERMEN'l;' STATUS? Risky actions when the personal and
of their decisions are analyzed. Many have
social repercussions
suggested that their actions are treasonous. Others, including
Reverend William Sloan Coffin of Yale University, have suggested that they express a higher form of patriotism. WHO IS
RIGHT?
I would suggest that a valid judgment. cannot be made
without talking personally to the man whose conscience led him
to this step. It's not important that you agree with these men.
But it is important that students be informed on the subject,
that they understand the reasons behind individual draft resistance. To schedule one of these men to speak on your campus,
write me immediately, or call here at the national office.
Hoping to hear soon from each of you DICK WEIDMAN
Vietnam Coordinator
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Meet the Faculty

AraDoStouri
Professor
by Alice DiBiase
An A.B. in history from

City
College of New York was the begining of a teaching career that
Professor Ara
brought Assistant
to R.I.C. in the fall
Dostourian
of 1963. Two years of graduate
University
Fordham
at
work
earned him a M.A. in Medieval
History. Then a personal decision
to enter the priesthood led him to
the Episcopal Theological _School
in Cambridge, Massachusetts wh'ere
he received a Bachelor of Divinity
degree. While at the theological
school he came to the realization
that the priesthood was too restricting and that teaching would
he more rewarding for him.
Three years at a private prep
convinced
school in Massachusetts
him that teaching was the profession for him but that he wanted
to teach on the college level.
Shortly afterward he began graduate work on a Ph.D. at Rutgers
history
in Byzantine
University
under Peter Charamis, foremost
Byzantine scholar in the United
States.
the course work in
Finishing
one year and a summer he accepted a position at R.I.C. teachand
ing courses in Humanities
at
While
Civilization.
Moslem
R.I.C. he finished his comprehen-

Prof.

Dostourian

and is now at
sive examinations
his dissertation
writing
work
which will be completed in June,
1969.
The subject of his dissertation,
of Matthew
a critical translation
of Edessa from classical Armenian
to modern English (with annotaintertions and an introduction)
ests him as a scholar and he feels
to
that it will be a contribution
knowledge of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries because it deals
with the whole period of the Crusades and with interaction of the
Near Eastern peoples. The quesand
tion of _publication arose
R.I.C.'s young Armenian scholar
answered that there is a good
chance that it will be published.
"It is the only English translation
of the work," he added. "There
he conis a French translation,"
tinued, "but it is not a critical
translation and is not annotated."
In Gathering research material
Professor Dostourian, who works
has travelled
in five languages,
Europe,
in Eastern
extensively
Union and
the Soviet
Spain,
countries.
several Near Eastern
"Travel is important to everyone
"and
he said,
in education,"
especially to those in history."
In answer to the question of the
necessity of knowledge of so many
the . young professor
languages
"An historian °deals
continued,
with peoples and his contact with
these peoples is through langusixteen
age." He has studied
languages but "only worked well
in five." After some probing it is
revealed that besides being completely bi-lingual in English and
Armenian he also works well in
French, German, Italian, speak.s
enough Russian "to get by," has
enough knowledge of Greek and
Latin for use in research and has
"some" knowledge of Arabi~ and
Turkish, The "some" will soon be
via proposed courses
eliminated
at Brown University.
"Arabic and Turkish are essential for any serious work in Moslem history and civilization," he
stated. Ultimately any Near Eastcannot neglect a
ern historian
solid knowledge of these languages," he concluded.

Cited
Alumnus
AsOutstanding
Mrs. Ethel N. Corbridge, a graduate of Rhode Island College, has
been named one of the nation's
outstanding early education teachers by the professional magazine
read by more than two- thirds of
the elementary school teachers in
the United States.
Mrs. Ethel N. Corbridge, who is
at Primrose
teaching
presently
Rhode
Hill School, Barrington,
Island, is one of the 180 women
cited by Grade Teacher as an inspiration to educators at all grade
·
levels.
The award winners were chosen
after a survey of school systems
throughout the country. Trendex,
Inc., a national research organization, contacted school superintendents for preliminary recommendations which were submitted to the
Final selections were
magazine.
made by the editors after a detailed analysis of the nominees'
teaching experiences and techniques. All nominees were asked
about their goals, problems, techniques and hopes in the field of
early education.
"Whether new teachers or old
timers," said publisher Allen Raymond, "these outstanding teachers
have a common love affair with
the job, a sense of adventure in
the classroom, and an intense interest in and affection for young
children."

Ara

Closely tied in with his philosophy of education is the question
one should be a
of whether
or a "specialist"
"generalist"
In his own
history.
teaching
words: "In order to be a "generalist" one must be a "specialist."
Despite the seeming ambiguity of
I believe that
such a statement
only when one is a specialist and
uses primary source material can
one make valid generaliz.ations. In
order to teach history it is vital
in
to keel? up with scholarship
the field and to keep close contact with primary documents and
not be forced to rely on secondary
and general works."
Dostourian -sees the
Professor
function of a college teacher as
two-fold: 1. He must "get across
to students and 2. He
material
must inspire students to further
pursuit of knowledge on their own.
During the five years he has
been at R.I.C. Professor Dostourian has always been available to
lend support to student causes and
has to his credit the founding of
a campus chapter of the Young
People Socialist League and the
coaching of the first winning team
of Rhode Island scholars on College Bowl in 1964. When questioned about this coaching venture
acknowDostourian
Professor
ledged that the Public Relations
department approached him on the
basis that students had respe~t for
him both as a teacher and as an
individual and they felt that he
could " ire up" the students.
Personal rapport with students
is important to him. "Because" he
said "the basic meaning in life is
One reason
human relationships.
I am a teacher is to relate to
I
that
the knowledge
others
gather. Without human relationships life is meaningless."
He agreed that deep political
also give meaning
commitments
to his life; and in answer to a
question on radical politics replied
that he could be called a Christian
Marxist; and that Marxism is his
way of applying Christianity.
In answer to a puzzled look he
explained, "I feel that if I am to
of
take seriously the incarnation
God - that God took on flesh
in Christ to redeem the world then I as a Christian am dutybound to work for the establishment of the kingdom of God on
earth. This kingdom is brotherfor all, no
hood and equality
oppression, love among men and
no one holding power over another.
The Marxists are working for this
same goal. This is what I mean
when I say that Marxism is ,my
to
way of applying Christianity
the political realm.
It is this combination of humanitarian, scholar, teacher and confidante that has endeared him to
R.I.C. students, past and present,
call him "Mr.
who affectionately
D.'' on campus and off.
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Letters

.Thieu's Proposal Ridicul~us

Recently, South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu said that more Amer,
ican troops are needed in order to assu,re
a quick victory in the Vietnam war. In
light of the fact that the South 'Vietnamese
have done little - as compared to our
fighting men - to thwart the communist
advance, it seems ludicrous and out-of-thequestion that more Americans be asked to
die for a nation which has shown little
progress, either politically or militarily in
the past months.
'
At present, half a million American

servicemen are defending South Vietnam
and the cost in lives does not seem worth
the effort. When the Vietnam war. is ended,. it is probable that South Vietnam will
be as shaky as ever. Something is lacking
in the spirit of the South Vietnamese. It
therefore irisults the intelligence of the
American people when our government
officials tell us that the war is being won,
and that the South Vietnamese have the'
will needed to defeat the North Vjetnamese.
Frankly, it seems that the citizens of
South Vietnam need a swift kick in the
pants to get them moving in the right direction. Let us not waste anymore American lives in' Vietnam until the populace
of that nation somehow, somewhere, acquires the national unity it should have
by now if it is to defeat the communists
and allow our boys to come horn~ from a
war which has irritated and saddened the
greater portion of the American _people.

As you ½:now, we have a, beautiful new Student Union to provide a place of relaxation,
and
enjoyment for the college students. This union is for the students in the fullest sense of the
word, for the students open it up
!by walking
in the
morning
through doors supposedly locked
and checked by our reliable campus police. If you are the lucky
student, who opens the· Union in
the morning, you had better beware' and hide in some obscure
corner. This Union is obviously
built for the late sleeper - one
who does not have an 8:00 a.m.
class: Wait a minute, students,
let's consider some possible reasons for this late opening of our
student union. Could it be for
clea11ing ;purposes? Could it· b e
the want of a more competent
night shift? Could it be the lack
of enough keys and reliable police to carry out such a responsilble job? Or perhaps, the threat
of vandalism to our new student
union does not concern them?
Whatever the excuse, they seem
to be able to solve the problem
with all other buildings, which

Let's Get the Pueblo Back
When President Kennedy made the
Russians back down and pull out of Cuba,
Americans felt a new surge of pride in
their nation. Since that time, a new feeling
has been manifesting itself across the nation, and that is a feeling of disillusionment over our country's courses of action
in dealing with both the war in Vietnam
and the Pueblo incident.
The latest survey shows that President
Johnson's popularity has dropped since
the renewed attacks by the communists on
Vietnam's major cities. Of concern to us
now, however, is the President's handling

------

of the Pueblo incident.
When the Pueblo was siezed, the President is reported to have commented that
he would not be the first American President to allow a ship to be siezed on the high
seas. Since then, the Pueblo has been at
Anchor in North Vietnam, and numerous
loved ones have , waited in vain for the
most powerful· nation in the world to effect the release of the Pueblo crewmen
from their pirate-captors., To bow to the
communists once more would be a grave
mistake. The American people need some
food to nurture their national pride.

Editor

includes - thank goodness - the
old student union.
We think that it was poor planning not to have built many steps
at the door of the new union
where the students could sit at
the door step contemplating
the
falling snow or rain, while waiting for the STUDENT union to
open at 9:00 A.M. Fortunately
our old Student center is still in
operation. God help us when it
turns into an IBM center.
Breakers, enterers & early risers,
·
Loraine Paquin
Louise Fillion
February
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Dear Editor,

Through the grapevine we have
heard that Professor
Ara Dostourian has been placed on a year
of probation and will be dismissed
· after the Spring of 1969. We are
very curious to know the charges
against Mr. Dostourian
and the
people responsible for these charges.
Helen Hl}llt '68
Esta Schneider '68
Kathleen Laffey '68
Sandra Opiekeen '70

The ANCHOR
"An independent

student voice." 'Published.by the students of
Rhode Island College.
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To whom it may concern,

EDITORIALS

For longer than Americans wish to
remember United States citizens have
been fighting and dying for people who
deal extravagantly and openly in black
market enterprises, and who demonstrate,
consistently, their unwillingness to carry
an equal burden in the Vietnam war. Indeed, draft-dodging in South Vietnam and_
desertions from the 'Vietnamese army have
been frequent occurrences.

to

·

Ll
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From the Desks of the Remaining Editors

A Sounding Experience
knights for "Holy Grail Points".
Last Friday night RIC saw the It was an overall statement on
opening of the annual Stunt Nite. student activity and the [)Olicies
memThe object of Stunt Nite is to of certain administration
have each of the four classes com- bers.
The most outstanding members
pete for Anchor Points with 25
points for the winning class and of the cast were Damian D'Elia
15 points for the runner-up. Be- as "Morbid"; Joe Sciama as "Recsides the Anchor Points, Stunt tor"; and Scott Telford as "Slay".
Nite is also used as a vehicle to These three were really great.
convey student opinions of the Even though Joe Sela ma's team
of any of Knights was awarded "The'.
institutions
established
nature. However the predominant Royal Shaft" for losing the coninstitution to be satirized was, of test, his and Scott Telford's
"dance" did deserve some kind
course, our beloved RIC.
The first offering on Friday of award. It was a well written
night, was "No Strings Attached" and thoughtout skit. It was exby the Frosh class. It concerned tremely topical and to the point.
The Junior Class production
a well known character, Pinocchio, and his search for freedom. was entitled, "After the GrapeAs an overall production; it was fruit". The opening scene included
fairly slow and dragged out. How- a smoke-making machine which
ever, there were some very good added to the polution of the enmoments. One of these was done tire play. Those people in the
by Danny Martin as the "Green first 40 rows had trouble both
Fairy". Who, to his fellow char- breathing and seeing. From then
acters, was better known as the on the entire skit seemed foggy.
or "Horney".
Janice Meehan as "Dora Gof"Green Hornet"
When he gave his name to Pin- fer", who was a hippie spinster.
occhio (Brian Samson) he was She was very good, but the rest
asked if he was from PC. To this of the production was not_ on the
he replied yes, and just back from same level. As an attack on present situations, it seemed more
retreat at that!
Sandy Pannone as a "Bunny", like an attack on the audience. It
gave Pinocchio 40 good reasons was a fair performance and only
why he should like girls. They a fair skit.
In our estimation the Senior
were 40 of the best reasons we
skit was the second best of the
had ever seen.
The Sophomore production was hour. It was called "The Discovby far the best of the Knight. It ery of Peter Panti or Slumped In
was entitled, "How ,to Succed in the Woods" and dealt with the
Knightschool Without Really Try- problem of graduate's joining of
ing". It was set in the days of- a productive society. One big let
Court. The plot down in this skit was the ending.
King Arthur's
dealt with the established group However, the skit had more than
new its share of bright spots, especialthe
versing
of knights
ly Terry Lee as the chief of the
Ray Beausejour
-Arministration
as Peter Panti gave an adequate
performance.
The skit had good possibilities,
by Mary Mc Connon
as pre~ously mentioned,
In an all out drive to enable hmyver
the ending was confusing. If it
the student;; of Rhode Island Colhad not been for that the Senior
lege to "Know Your Senate", a
skit would have given the Sophotell
to
appear
will
weekly article
One
more competition.
mores
you "What's Happening".
very important aspect was musiStudent Senate meeting - Febcal selections from the · "Wizard
ruary 7, 1968.
of Oz" that played in the !back1. $15Q.00 was given to support
ground. We feel that when the
the worthwhile efforts of the
true significance of the music is
nonsectarian Chaplaincy Prorealized, Dorothy, her puppy, the
gram.
and the scareto Lion, the Tinman
2. $4,429.00 was allocated
crow won't be the only ones that
the Student Union Board of
will be following the "Yellow
Governors to allow them to
Brick Road."
run a full program for the
On the whole, stunt night was
spring semester. SUPPORT
a good evening's entertainment and
YOUR UNION! It will give
perhaps some of the things that
us a better campus.
were said in jest will be taken in
3. Anchor Point Standing;
·
earnest.
1968 - 10
A P.S. to M.A. the lighting left
1969 - 10
me cold.
1970 - 5
The results of the contest are
1971 - 15
as follows: The Sophomore class
This listing does not include production, "How to Succeed in
Stunt Nite or the Inter-class in- Knightschool Without Really Trytramural competieion.
ing" came in first; "After the
Gra,pefruit" by the Junior class
came in second; the Senior production of "The Discovery of PetINV'ITATIONS
er Panti or Slumped in the
Woods" came in third; the FreshWEDDINGS - SHOWERS
man class with their entry of "No
Strings Attached" came in fourth.
by Joe Sousa and Granger Jerome

"Help! ''
Dr. Willard, in an unforgettable
moment, told seniors and juniors
that "the current Janus, Helicon,
and Anchor are in good hands."
Although ·we are not qualified
to speak concerning the Helicon
and Janus, we are UNBELIEVEABLY qualified to discuss the dilemna of the Anchor. Although the
quality of the paper may have
improved over the past, it has
been entirely at the expense of
a handful of people-us in particular. Mind you, this is not a ,plea
for recognition and praise, but
rather just an attempt to expose

some facts. If anyone needs posi- situation concerning the Anchor.
tive proof concerning this prob- No one wants to participate, yet
lem, please refer to last week's everyone is willing to criticize.
disastrous edition of the Anchor.
In an attempt to rectify this
The Anchor is severly under- situation, the Anchor is running
editor, a full page ad for much-needed
The managing
staffed.
and several staff writers are cur- help. We, the remaining editors,
rently off campus student teach- urge that you show a little school
ing. There IS no news editor. spirit and help the Anchor truly
Considering the need to fiU these become the voice of the students
critical positions, it is absolutely on campus.
Jim Hosey
imperative that such peo,ple are
found, to, at least temporarily,
Betty Filippelli
honor our staff with their pencils.
Bobbi Abowitt
This seems to be the continual
Jean Simonelli

thafll. ·
Joinafirm
giveyouexecutive
responsibilityyour
firstdayatwork.

What's Happening

Embossed

*

Engraved

Matches - Napkins - Cake Boxes
Will Call at Your House by

Part Time Announcer Wanted
For Audition Call:

Appointment

CLAIR£ M. TELLA

WSBE - T.V.
MR. COVELL

Ter. 35'1-2325

831-2900

r---------------------,

Now, that's a pretty funny thing for a
civilian firm to say. A boss? ,Right out of
college? The first day?
Box A, Dept. SCP-82
Butthe'Air Force can make such offers.
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
/\s an officer in the world's largest
you're a
organization
technological
leader. Engineer.Scientist.Administrator.
AGE
NAME
Right where the Space Age breakPLEASEPRINT
throughs are happening.
Or how about the executive responGRADUATE DATE
COLLEGE
sibility of a test pilot clocking 2,062 mph
in a YF-12A jet?
That could be you, too.
MAJOR SUBJECT
But you don't have to be a pilot in the
Air Force to move fast. With your college
degree you zip into Officer Training
CAREERINTERESTS
School, spin out an officer, speed on
your way as an executive, in the forefront of modern science and technology.
HOME ADDRESS
Right on the ground.
The Air Force moves pretty fast.
ZIP
STATE
CITY
Think it over. A man's career can
L _____________________
sometimes move pretty slow.

' United States Air Force :
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

J
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Official '68 RIC Suicide Note

(Jffe:io.LCo&µ, 'J'loii.w
RECRUITMENT

Feb. 16, Fri. Feb. 16, Fri.

(Only Because April Comes Early This Year)

scHEDULE*

Providence School Department

~

Feb. 19, Mon. -

Teaneck, New Jer'sey Public Schools

Feb. 20, Tues. -

Philadelphia, Penn. Public Schools

Feb. 21, Wed. -

Los Angeles City School District

I've got all these damned jagged pieces in front of me. And
they are supposed to be the pieces
to the puzzle that is supposed to
be my life. Everyone tells me
that these pieces do fit, that all
I have to do is take the time to
put them together.
The future is an ocean anxiously awaiting ,broad strokes: Each
piece is an island resting comfortably content and secure while I
paddle limply toward
all the
shores at once. My body is just
plain exhausted
from all this
channel swimming, my mind has
grown tired from trying to fit
itself into some sort of abstract

* To Register for Placement and to sign up for an interview
appointment, p1ease see Miss Paine in the Placement Office,
Room 114 of Roberts Hall. Appointments
for registration
should be made two days prior to the recruitment date.
Nancy H. Paine
Placement Counselor
STUDENT

UNION

Due to unresolved supervisory problems, the student union
will not be open Sundays until further notice.
Pennell S. Eustis
Director of Student Union

============================~

From Afghanistan

To Weber
by Francis

Geary

Among the students on our
campus this year are three male
graduate students from Afghanistan: Ibrahim Monier, Haji Mohammad and ·M. Karim Nedai.
All three have gotten a •very favorable impression of American
college life from what they have
observed and eig>erienced here at
RIC.
None of them has found the
language barrier too much of a
problem, since they all speak
English well, and since all their
classes are given in English. This

is not true of their native country, however. In Afghanistani
universities, lectures are given in
several different languages and
must be immediately translated
by interpreters. The men consider
the textbooks here excellent, modern and complete. They don't
think the courses are too light or
too heavy and highly appr.ove of
outside the classroom work, because it makes the students more
successful and keeps them aware
of all that is being done in class.
They also like the freedom wtih
which the individual
teachers
conduct their classes.
Dorm life is very agreeable to
them. The facilities are go.od and
they appreciate their proximity to
the Dining Center and the library.
However, they dislike some aspects of the dorm set-up. The
intercom shouldn't, they feel, interrupt an entire suite to contact
one person, but should be directed
into the individual r.ooms. Also,
there is no mail service during
the entire weekend, and all agree
that the post office should put a
mail box in the dorm, and daily
newspapers should be made available to them.
Despite these few complaints,
Ibrahim, Haji, and Karim are
grateful to be at RIC, appreciative of all the help g.iven them by
their faculty advisors, and glad
of the chance to study in America
so that they may be better able
to help their country when they
return home.
'

ATTENTION
MEN
UNDER
25
SENTRY INSURANCE

offers
15% DISCOUNT
TO SAFE DRIVERS
By completing a simple twentyminute questionnaire, you may
save up to $50 ...
maybe
more ... on Sentry auto insurance. And this is in addit.ion to
Sentry's
I 5%
discount
for
Driver Training! Register now
for the Sentry Youthful Driver
Exam. Call or drop a card today.
The Hardware Mutuals
Organization

Providence, R. I.
861-2929
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All YouNeed IsLove

T
_he Profe.ssionals
9T? -

A Garbage Report
by Joseph Dobek

Students at the University of
Uniformed Sanitation Associates
in New York were overjoyed last
week at the news of a strike for
higher wages in this city. Students were beginning to worry
about the economical and professional status they will step into
upon graduation.
School teachers were being similarly mentioned as belonging to the same social
strata as our graduates caused
grave anxiety within the student
body.
At thE: university,
professors
met with insolence and dissension

SENTRY
INSURANCE
138B Wayland Ave.

back to the classroom and all it passed on my spirit that a better
means to me is that it's all mean- man than I will possibly reach
some sort of heaven with it ...
ingless.
DEATH arrives: Cheer up, it
I'm sick of it and I'm going
to give it all u.p. Death will be won't be that bad. The flesh will
self-inflicted with a sharp blow .be quite willing when the time
to the mind. Suicide. S*U*I*- comes. You can go to sleep and
C*I*D*E. the killing of oneself never have to wake up again and
on purpose, the destruction
of face the knowledge that someday
one's own interests or prospects, you will die. Just think of it! You
commit suicide.
' can sleep through your eulogy
I have threatened suicide twice given by some lachrymous dean
and twice I have talked myself - "here lies Craig, a lost soul,
out of it. Staring at a razor blade a great man but nevertheless a
or the ground below are just dry college dropout." You can sleep
runs. How the mind shiver,s at through all the miseries that had
the very thought of the thought your name on it. There's nothing
of death. Now here I am talking to worry about. You won't be
myself into it. I no longer care missing anything because there
aibout me at all and I no longer isn't any tomorrow anyway and
Cinderella's
Friends areshoe.
sympathetic - or care that I don't care and I feel you can !bequeath your despair to
at least as sympathetic as you that it would be best if I just science.
would expect the other inmates
to be. "Yes, we know it's hard,
Craig. But the pressure is on us
too. What the hell do you think
we're doing? What is all we sat
around
all day · and sulked?
Well??" Well, friends should be
friendly. And my roommate expresses the unanimous sentiments
of a cross-section of the residents
of this room. "I don't see what
you're eating your heart out for.
You're the one with all the brains
in this room,_ so why the hell should you be worried?" Oh, I bet
you say that to all your roommates. Teachers and counselors
clutch the book; a guide to guidance; They really feel it for
26587. "As I always say - They
say - What can I say - It
should be said." It's better left
unsaid. And parents keep murmuring helplessly to the child
they have cared for all these
days: "What is it, Craig, what is
it?" It's me, mama! It's me, iPapa! It's me, papa! IT'S ME!" I
am no longer responsible for actions incurred lby me.
I came to college ambitious,
determined and optimistic. I began my work ambitious, determined and optimistic. I faced
everythink ambitiously, determinedly and optimistically.
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
I am no longer ambitious, determined and optimistic.
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The enEverything is muddled. All I
gagement ring you choose says so much about
have left to cling to are disillu
your
love ... and should it be a Keepsake the
sion-ment, irresolution and desword is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of' fine
pair and now even these things
are losing their appeal. I feel
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect {or
tethered to an unknown cause
replacement assured). Just look for the name
staked to the ground somewhere
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag ot your
in the middle of campus. The
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
gamut of my life runs from classunder "Jewelers."
room to lab to dorm and then
By Ed Ferguson

Providence Public Library

in the lab.oratories because of
previous inaction by the union
representing
the
alumni.
The
president,
Ordorant
Paunteur
satiated student tension by stat~
ing the Alumni Union would ask
for a $600.00 raise fo:r the next
fifteen months. Who wants a
teacher's pay scale was the issue
that instigated the strike. Our
university has stricter entrance
requirements
and a curriculum
that is stiffer than any other in
the country. An example of some
courses required of the students
easily shows their superiority.
The Professionals
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Becouse of a lack of Personnel, it is doubtful
nue to publish a weekly paper under these
It is therefore urgently requested ofanyone
ed, to look over the following positions and

whether the Anchor can conticircumstances.
who would possibly be interestapply for any that interest you:

NEWS EDITOR - Must follow closely any news events that occur here on
campus, in the state and nation (through our news sources) that would be
of interest to the colleg:e community. This editor must be available on Monday mornings at some time to make headlines and to generally oversee
anything that pertains to news during the make-up of the paper. Assignments must be made to the news staff members each week.
SECRETARY - mllst have time (app. ½ hour) each morning to sort mail
and keep offices neat. Must keep files up to date and in order and take
notes at the editorial board meetings. Must write any official ANCHOR
correspondence.
WRITERS - must follow assignments for news, feature, and-or sports and
write artides for the weekly editions of the paper.
MAKE-UP - must be available on Monday mornings any time between 8:00
-1:00 weekly. Responsible under the make-up editor for the make-up of the
paper each week so tha~ it will be ready for the printer.
CIRCULATION - must bring papers to the designated places assigned by
_the circulation manager on Wednesday mornings. (Males Preferred)
TYPISTS - Should be available on Monday mornings during the hours of
8:00- 10:00weekly, to type articles. Arrangements could also be made to type
articles over the weekend at home to be brought back and given to the makeup editor by 9:00 Monday morning.
NOTE: SPORTS WRITERS DESPERATELYNEEDED. Requirements the same as listed for writers
(Males.Preferred).

above,

Anchor Application
Name .................H.............................................................

Date ................................................................................

Add.ress......................................................................·................................................................·...................................
Class ................................................................................

Phone ............................................................................

Position Applied for: ...................................................................:............................................................................... ..
Experience ( List in Detail)

··························································••4€••···························································································································
............................................................
!.........................................................•.........•.........................................................
,

NOTE: Positions will be given at the discretion of the editorial board through the above applications
ONLY.
Please turn in this application to ANCHOR office by Feb. 23, 1968.
NOTE: In most cases experience 1$ NOT NECESSARY.
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Movie Review
Not
Majorityof RICStudents
AboutCurrentAffairs
Knowlegabl•e

THE COMEDIANS

Increased activism has given the
college student a large share of
attention in the headlines, but do
the headlines receive a large share
of attention from the college student?
A survey, testing a representative number of Rhode Island College students, points to the fact,
that the majority of students are
not knowledgeable in current affairs; local, national or international.
One hundred and eighty three
student, representing each of the
four college years, various geo- grapbical areas and diverse academic disciplines were quizzed.
in the identification
Participants
test were further broken down by
sex with the resulting male to female ratio closely approximating
that of the college
Students were asked to identify
briefly the following 11 people:
Charles A. O'Connor, Jr., Ernest
A. Calverley, Mrs. John M. Sapinsley, Gerald P. Ford,, Syrus
F. DeSimone,
Vance, Herbert
"Checkers", Erich Leinsdorff, Mrs.
Anita Baker, Kurt Kiesinger and
Harry Goldstein.
The results based on 183 student responses were:
. . ·. . Charles A. O'Connor, Jr.,
Providence
of
superintendent
schools. 73 students, or 40% of
those tested, could identify Mr.
O'Connor. . . . . Ernest A. Calat
verley, coach of basketball
the University of Rhode Island.
59 students, or 32% of those tested, could identify Mr. Calverley.
Mrs. John M. Sapinsley,
....
chairman of the Board of Trustees
of State Colleges, which governs
RIC.
18 students, or 10% of those tested could identify Mrs. Sapinsley.
Gerald P. Ford, house minority leader and congressman
from Michigan.
28 'Students, or 15% of those tested, could identify Mr. Ford. . . . .
Cryus Vance, New York lawyer
and roving trouble shooter for
President Johnson - former asst.
Sec. of Defense.
29 students, or 16% of those test~d, could identify Mr. Vance.
'. ... Herbert F. DiSimone, Rhode
Island Attorney General. 100 stu•
dents, or 55% of those tested,
could identify Mr. DiSimone.
"Checkers", Richard Nixon's
....
dog, of the well known "Checkern Speech".
4 students, or 2% of those tested,
could identify "Checkers".
. . . . Erich Leinsdorff, conductor
of the Boston Symphony who recently announced his retirement.
, 22 students, or 12% of those tested, could identify Mr. Leinsdorff.
. . . . Mrs. Anita Baker, South
Providence mother, active in the
School dispute and who
Flynn
spoke at RIC in the fall.
9 students, or 5% of those tested,
could identify Mrs. Baker.
. . . . Kurt Kiesinger, Chancellor
of West Germany.
33 students, or 18% of those test, ed, could identify Mr. Kiesinger.
. . .. Harry Goldstein, Providence
commissioner of public safety.
21 students, or 12% of those tested, could identify Mr. Goldstein.
In order to obtain some indication of the accuracy of the survey results, totals and percentages
were computed on the first 134
students tested. Then an additional 49 were computed. Although the

I Haiti's "government" which is successful motion picture team
reviewed by Jeff Shvicki
numbers increased, the percentapresents represented lby President Duvali- since Laurel and Hardy), and ls
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ges remained the same.
to the
unimportant
None of the 183 students tested THE COMEDIANS, produced and Tonr's dread "secret" police, the relatively
were able to identify all 11 on the directed by Peter Glenville from Tonton Macoute. Mr. Ustinov and main point of the story.
survey, although several were able . Graham Greene's screenplay of Miss Taylor are the dignified
Though the acting isadequate
to name nine. Sufficient latitude his novel. Photographed by Henri British Ambassador and his wife (occasionally !brilliant, particularwas given in accepting identifica- Decae; music by Laurence Rosen- -3-year veterans of life in Haiti's ly Sir Alec's "confession" near the
capital of Port-au- film's close), the picture is essento a college thal. In Metrocolor and Panavis- topsy-turvy
tions, according
ion. Running time, 156 mins. Prince. At the opening of the [Pie- tially Mr. Green's and Mr. Glenspokesman.
Breaking down the poll by sex, With: Richard Burton, Elizabeth ture they are joined by Mr. ville's product. The picture is in-,
it does. The
it was found that with the ex-· Taylor, Sir Alec Guinness, Peter Brown (Mr. Burton), Britis,h-born tended to shock-and
ception of Mrs. Sa,pinsley, male Ustinov, Paul Ford, Lillian Gish, owner of what appears to be one sharp contrast between the exBrown, Ray- of the few (if not the only) ho- pensive limousines and offices of
women. The most notable differ- George Stanford
tels on the island, who has re- the government and police force
ence being the predictable male mond St. Jacques.
THE COMEDIANS is a success- turned from New York after at- and the state of the wretched
advantage in identifying Mr. Calof Hollywood tempting (in vain) to sell his ho- beggers and waifs is especially
verley, while the most surprising ful combination
thought-provoking.
towards, shocking-and
result was the fact that more men technique and the Continental pas- tel. Though sarcastic
(23% to 8%) recognized Mr .. sion for realism that makes it and often troublesome to the Ton- Mr. Burton's sarcastic "digs" at
piece ton, he is never-the-less treated government
officials throughout
Leinsdorff. Men comprized 27% both a splendidly fascinating
(complete with with some respect by the police, the picture seem to be gems of
of those polled in the survey and of entertainment
make up 29% of the actual RIC all-star cast and iush settings) who are quite familiar ·with his satire from Mr. Green's pen, but
and, at the same time, a health- way of life and feel confident that they are even more impressive
student body.
fully disturbing documentary-type
them with when one realizes that these are
The effect of a geographic- expose that pulls no punches in he will never surprise
and Mrs. not mere rhetorical devices, but
breakdown was most evident in its revelation of life as it is to- active resistance; Mr.
Gish), are true statements of fact. And,
Miss
and
Ford
(Mr.
Smith
the case of Mr. O'Connor. 66% of day on the island republic of Duvcandi- though the picture was not actualpresidential
U.S.
former
a
as
listing Providence
students
alier's Haiti.
1948) ly filmed on Haiti, we can be sure
Party,
date (Vegetarian
their residence identified Mr. O'Essentially, the story is that of and his wife, w11o desire to bring of the authenticity of both setting
Connor, with the percefitage dwin- a group of English and American vegetarianism
(half a milliondoldling in proportion to the distance whites on the Caribbean "isle of lars worth, to the President's. de- and mood-Mr.
Greene and Mr.
from Providence of the respon- terror", their relations with one light) and civil rights (to the Ton- Glenville spent quite an amonut
dent. None of the five students another, and their relations with ton's dismay) to the island; and of pre-production
time in Haiti
and were able to see much, having
tested, who lived outside the
Major Rhodes (Sir Alec), a re- conned Mr. Duvalier into believRhode Island area, could identify
tired British officer who wants to
/
n ,-I!. •
the Providence s{i.perintendent.
8 make a fast ·buck in smuggling ing that they were researching
.r'rOJeSSlOlla
arms from Florida to Haiti. The for an upcoming picture based on
A similar curve could be traced
main plot revolves around the an acient Haitian hero. Thus, we
(Continued from Page 4)
with Mr. Goldstein, although only
"entertainment
that
stresses eventual rebellion of these whites can trust
Education
Physical
29% of the Providence students
could identify him. There was no brawn as well as knowledge. A against "law" as imposed by the values" have not superseded the
facts in the film.
appreciable difference in the a- health course is carried on simul- Tonton, and ends in -an attemtped
Laurence Rosenthal',s music fits
bility to identify non-local indivi- taneously while the student be- revolution by Mr. Brown, Major
comes adept i:t:1his specialty. Am- Rhodes, and a few native island- the mood of the film well, a stacduals.
A breakdown' of students by bidextrous students are stimulat- ers. Miss Taylor a,ppears for no cato of bongos being especially efareas shows that 32 Providence ed to learn the fine art of drib- more than 10 or 15 minutes on fective in heightening the tense
residents were tested, 98 of those bling a garbage can wi th ei th er the· screen, usually seen either mood of the mo~e suspenseful
polled came from communities hand. This course is made even loving or arguing with Mr. Bur- scenes. Lush production, coupled
that immediately surround Provi- more difficult by using moving ton, and this love angle is actually neatly with a respectful eye for
only a minor subplot in the pie- the facts, yields one more example
dence, 49 were from outlying areas garbage trucks.
case of the
In the Sciences, physics 101 and . t ure (which certainly will play of the all-too-rare
Of Rhode l<sland and southeastern
"Hollywood touch" and the "artMassachusetts, and 5 were from 102 develop the student's capacity
f.lm"
•
•
to
tickets
selling
in
role
major
a
ti
ffic·
.
to U se_h is energy more e ien Y
combined in one adistic I
outside the Rhode Island area.
when he is lifting heavy heaving those people dying to see the most mirable picture.
.
. .
D1v1ded by cl~ss, ~he semors cans. The most important curric- I ;-j-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
were be st able to identify th ose on' ulum deals with breathing. That 11
t~e survey. ~owever, th e pattern is why all students graduate with
did not contmue as _th~ freshmen, a degree in Biology. The courses
~nd Jumors were include Minimum Breathing 101,
sophomores
102, 201, and 202 to prevent asroughly equal m th e poll.
Examples of this can be most phixiation. Courses 201 and 202
easily seen in Mr. Vance, where may be dropped from the cur37% of the seniors could identify rj_culum, next semester, if a bill
X
him while only 9% of the fresh- pending in the state legislature
Create Your Own
men, 15% of the sophomores and providing for only perfumed gar13% of the juniors answered the bage, as disposable, is passed. UnVALENT'INES
identification correctly. Similarly, der psychology we have Garbage
Mr. Leinsdorff was identified lby Can_ Analysis 101, 102., 201, and
POSTER
26% of the seniors, 6% of the 207 plus a seminar course 237.
freshmen, 15% of the sophomores, We have some of the best psycholMADEFROM
POSTERS
ogists teaching 101 and 102, the
and 11% of 'the juniors.
ORCOLOR
W.
&
B.
ANY
be
Thirty five freshmen, 41 sopho- foundation courses. It would
mores, 83 juniors and 24 seniors ridiculous to list any more cours• PHOTOGRAPH
es (a catalog of the U. of U.S.A.
were represented in the test.
• NEGATIVE
Students [Participating in the is available in all well equipped
• DRAWING
test were given five minutes to libraries). Our ultra-modern cam• COLLAGE
answer, with instructions to be pus and various works of art have
• LABEL
brief. The two page form con- proved student apathy is becomtained 26 questions, with the ing a thing of the past.
second group of 15 questions being used as a control fac1;or. Em,pURRENT EVENT READER
phasis was placed on the rapid
Male or Female (circle)
plus .25 Handling
of the individuals
identification
RETURNED
YOURORIGINAL
Dorm or Commuter (circle)
involved.
Class --CO.
PHOTO
PSYCHEDELIC
DELIVERY
2 WEEKS
Home town ------The test was administered in
P.0. BOX3071
Identify:
the classroom, with nine classes
B. & W.
ALLPOSTERS
MO.63130
ST.LOUIS,
participating.· Classes in English,
Charles A. O'Connor, Jr.
Ernest A. Calverley
speech, political science, chemisNAME
try, education, anthropology and
Mrs. John Sapinsley
SCHOOL
mathematics were randomly seGerald P. Ford
lected.
Cyrus Vance
ADDRESS
(The test was designed and
Herbert F. Desimone
"Checkers"
conducted by by Philip C. JohnCITY
STATE
ZIP
son, information officer at Rhode
Erich Leinsdorff
Island , College, with an assist
Mrs. Anita Baker
SEND CASH, CHECK or M. 0.
from Jason L. Blank, director of
Kurt Kiesinger
institutional research,)
Harry Goldstein

The

L
POSTER
PERSONA
18"

24"

Only3.75
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Ski Trip WESTFIELD IS FIFTH STRAIGHT VICTIM
Recalled RIC WINS IN THRILLINGOVERTIME
A.RT SULTZER SUPERB
I

The Rhode Island College Recreation Program sponsored another great trip. It all started
with a snowstorm which turned
the surrounding countryside into
a winter wonderland. With thirty
eager beavers, the bus got underway at 12 noon from the Walsh
Gymnasium. It was a quite three
hour trip which ended in the faroff land of New Hampshire and
Ragged Mounto be particular,
tain. The area manager offered
free t9ws during the final hour
of operation in which a few of the
more experienced skiers challenged the top of the mountain, and
the beginners were fitted in the
ski shop. At the end of the mea
ski shop. The Friday evening meal
was baked chicken with all tpe
fixings. At the end of the meal
Hans Jaeger, head of the Ragged
Mountain Ski School, talked' about
skiing and showed two excellent
movies. The one picture which
was a most impressive production
was "Magical Skis." It showed all
types of skiing and included pictures of the only two men in the
only two men in the world
the front
who have mastered
somersault on skies.
came to early to
Saturday
many of us with the first call being made by that famous Sergeant
"Bulldog" Taylor at 6 a.m. It
seemed like a struggle, but all
heads made it to the base lodge
for breakfast. Through the small
cracks in one's eyes, we were able
to see the sun spread its golden
rays over the surrounding countryside. The base lodge was ideally
located and· provided a beautiful
panoramic view of the beginning
of the Franconia Notch Mountain
chain. One could say it was like
being in heaven. Ski lessons got
off to an early start with Hans
and his staff not only working on
the snow plow with the beginners,
but also givin the rest of the
in
instruction
group excellent
skill level. The
their particular
ski conditions were excellent and
Rev. Richard Peck, Russ Monaghan, Peggy Lynch, Bob Bartolini,
reported
Ingham
.and Ronald
thrills lby the minute as they descended from the top of the slope.
Saturday night came almost as
quickly as the morning had, and
the lodge held its traditional Saturday evening dance. It was quite
an evening with a band that the
old timer's said played the Guy
Lombardo beat. Requests for the
modern fast music quickly depleted the band's repertoire within
we
the 'first hour, so thereafter,
had to stick to ¾, time.
Sunday came early and ski
conditions were still holding U,P
well. Church services were held
at the Ragged Edge Inn with a

Art

Sultzer

Catholic mass being conducted by
a priest from Boston College and
the
Reverend Peck conducting
non-denmina tional service.
After the ski lessons everyone
had caught on as to how to make
those two little sticks strapped to
the feet work. It seemed like the
girls in the group got to meet
sqme of those handsome New
Hampshire people by taking timely spills at the top of the "T" bar
exit.
Rhode Island College made its
name well known on the slopes
of Ragged Mountain. Bob Bartolini received the Red Badge of
Courage when he slipped from the
chair lift and hung on for a while
to please a small crowd that
gathered to watch him drop from
the lift. Bob Bayha and Jimmy
Breslin beca]l'le so engrossed in
the scenery at the top of the
mountain that they missed the
getting off point, and special arrangements had to be made for
their departure from the double
chair lift.
The final evening meal ended
with a buffet. If you want to eat
well on a trip make it to the New
Hampshire ski area. They certainly know how to fix up the feed
bag for tired, hungry skiers.
ike all good things they come
to an end as quickly as they begin. If you see any of these "fearless thirty", you might find them
drifting off to dreamland of Ragged Mountain. But wait awhile,
and they will return and so will
next year's skiing sea.son. Let's
hope you will come with us to
the hills of New Hampshire.

Lowest Price On Gas

s EssoStation
VinnieDuva'
435 Mount Pleasant A venue

SAVE 3¢ A GALLON,
ESSO Regular at 28. 9
ESSO Extra

SAVE

Then when Westfield turned
the ball over on a violation Dick
Rouleau brought the Anchormen
to within 4 points with a field
goa.l Westfield then connected on
two in a row but Sultzer, who
turned in key plays repeatedly
through the game, came up with
a three point play and put the
Anchormen 5 points away as the
scoreboard registered 43-48.
From that ,point on the Anchormen just picked up more and more
momentum and battled back brillantly led by Sultzer. It was Sultzer who tied the game up with
18:22 left on a free throw which
91-91
made the score 50-50. Between
The teams were forced into that time and the end of regulaovertime when Ray Huelbig's shot tion play the lead changed hands
at the buzzer, with the score dead- thirteen times and the score was
locked at 91 all, bounced around tied up seven times including at
the rim and off. The Anchormen the final buzzer.
has ,possession of the ball with
Even on Field Goals
1:09 left in regulation play when
tell a strange
The statistics
they called a time out. When story about the game. Both teams
play resumed they worked the had 43 field goals. Thus, the Anball around nicely in an effort to chormen won the game from the
keep control and take one last charity stripe. They connected on
shot. Westfield knocked the ball 22 of 28 attemtps from the line
out of ibounds twice during the while the Owls got only 17 chances
time; once with 24, seconds left and made good on 13, thus, the
and once with 16 sedonds left. The nine point margin of victory.
Anchormen took the ball inbounds
The number of fouls committed
with 16 seconds to go, they worked
in the second half,
it around to Ray Huelbig who by Westfield
turned out to be a
put a shot up just before the therefore,
in the game. The
buzzer. To the dismay of the crucial f~ctor
the Owls had 8 points on free th11ows
crowd it ,bounced around
in the first half while the Anchorrim and off.
men had only 4. In the second
Westfield drew first blood in the half while the Anchormen had
five minute overtime period with only 4. In the second half RIC had
a field goal by Ed Matulewicz. 13 to Westfield's 4 and in overOn the return Pete Emond was time RIC picked up 5 more while
tied up by the pressing Westfield the Owls had none.
defense and on the tap the Owls
Another crucial factor was the
controled. Bill Benedict put one qne and one situation RIC enup in vain ana Art Sultzer took joyed with 4:40 remaining in the
the rebound for RIC. Rouleau second half. On four one and one
made the next attempt from the situations between then and the
field and the ball went in and end of regulation play the Anchbounced out in a real heart-lbreak- ormen picked up six points. The
er. However, Mike Creedon fol- Owls did not enjoy a one and one
lowed UJ> with a critical three situation ,until there I were only
point play to put the Anchormen 19 seconds left in the overtime
ahead to stay, 94-93. ·Forty-five period.
seconds later and after the ball
Sultzer Outstanding
had changed hands several times
Mike Creedon added another field
The outstanding performance of
goal on a nice pass from Art Sult- the evening was turned in by 6'8"
zer.
Art Sultzer. He had 30 points on
11 field goals and 8 free throws
Three Points
on the evening including two critiThe Owls returned with a goal cal three point plays; one in the
by Ed Matulewicz but, with 2:08 second half and one in the overleft on the clock Ray Glynn foul- time period. In addition the 265
ed Art Sultzer as he hit on a pound _transfer student, who became came eligible for play on February
field goal and Sultzer
through again with the additional 1st, brought down 17 of his teams
point and put RIC ahead 99-95. 35 rebounds. Sultzer certainly was
Less than half a minute later the spark plug in the RIC victory.
The hard fought contest seemed
Ray Huelbig popped one in and
added what proved to be the to bringing out the best in everywinning points. The score: 101-95. one, however, as Ray Huelbig and
Huelbig added one more point Pete Emond made a fine effort as
and Dick
on a free throw and Rouleau add- did Mike Creedon
ed 6 more on two field goals and Rouleau and Jimmy McGetrick
two free throws. Alex Popp, Ray who drew the task of trying to
Glynn each tallied for Westfield stop Westfield's Ray Glynn for a
time in the second half.
making the final score 108-95.
Huelbig had 26 points ·and seven
rebtunds, Rouleau had 20, Creedon
Trailed by Eight
At half time the Anchormen 21, and Emond 11.
were down by eight points with
Westfield's five starters all put
the score 36-44. They had trailed in fine performances. Ray Glynn
by as !nany as twelve points dur- of the Owls took the scoring honing the first half. After intermis- ors for the evening with 34 points
sion they controled the opening and Bill Benedict had 22.
shot 56.5%
tap and Sultzer netted one quickThen Anchormen
ly.
from the field with 43 field goals
In what had to be one of the
most thrilling games in the history of RIC bask~tball the Anchormen defeated Westfield State
College of Westfield, Massachusetts 108-99 in an overtime game
played in Walsh last Saturday
night. The win extended the A'nchormen's wiuriing 'streak to five
consecutive games and gives them
an overall season record of 10-5
and league record of 9-5. Ironically the Anchormen's last defeat
was to Westfield at their home
court on January 11 when the
the Anchormen
Owls defeated
95-80.

1

at 32. 9

SAVE

in 76 attempts. Westfield had 43
of 78 for 55%.
This Thursday night the Anchormen play their last scheduled
home game of the season against
of
College
State
Bridgewater
Bridgewater, Massachusetts.
game beIn the junior-varsity
fore Saturday night's feature performance RIC won 69-66.
RIS
Rouleau
Creedon
Emond
Huelbig
Sultzer
J. Sala
McGetrick

WESTFIELD
4
Donahue
15
Glynn
7
Popp
Matulewicz 6
9
Benedict
0
Lapointe
2
F airias
43

3 11
4 34
O 14
O 12
4 22
1 1
1 5
13 99

1
0 12 Koiozinski
8
9 Hill
l
6
2 8 Gaudette
6
6 12 Dower
2 6 Mendowski 2
0
4 14 Tierney
23
15 69

2 4
3 23
4 16
4 16
0 4
0 0
20 66

PT
20
21
11
26
8 30
0 0
O 0
22 108

FG FT
7 6
9 3
5 1
11 4
11

0
0
43

8wil!~~djuniorTsi1
St~)e"'iior•t1ty
Jordan
Prior
Hoyt
Fitzgerald
Law
Marzelli

6
4
3
3
2
5
27

SMTI Bows
To RIC
6, the
On Tuesday, February
Rhode Island College basketball
team defeated Southern MassaInstitute Technological
chusetts
94- 77 in a game play,ed in New
Bedford.The win gave the Anchormen their fourth consecutive win.
Ray Huelbig had 30 points in
the game and turned in one of his
this season.
finest performances
Dick Rouleau had 22 points and
Mike Creedon and . Art Sultzer
had 13 and 12, respectively. Pete '
Emond was the fifth man for the
Anchormen in double figur,es; he·
had 10 points.
took control
The Anchormen
and
right from the beginning
never were really challenged by
the SMTI squad who earlier this
season ended Bryant College's 34
game winning streak by deating
them.
The win proved to be a costly
one, however, as the Anchormen
lost the services of Steve Sala
for a while because of an ankle
injury suffered in the game.
The box sc6re:
RIC
Rouleau
Creedon
S. S.ala
Huelbig
Sultzer
Emond
J. Sala
Jordan
Harrington
McGetrick
St. Onge
SMTI
Dupuis
Skypeck
Lawless
Mello
Moxley
Almeida
Sypko
Sykes
Varnet

FG
JO

6

1
12
4
4
1
0
0
1
0
39
FG
9

2

7
3
1
1
3
1
5

32

FT
2
1
0

6

4

2
0
0
0
0
1
16
FT
2
2
0
0
2
5
0
0
1
1~

PT
22
13
2
30
12JO

2

0
0
2'
1
94

Pr

20

6

14

6

4

7
6
2

11

77

RECREATION
PROGRAM
BASKETBALL
Mon., Tu~s., Wed.
VOLLEYBALL - Tuesday
GYMNASTICS - Weqnesday
BOWLING - Friday
WRESTAlso: HANDBALL,
LING, FENCING.
Anyone Interested Contact
MR. TAYLOR
WALSH 221 - EXT. 392
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